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Demand and supply of service are complicatedly related with the balance
between fixed capital and circulating capital, movement to the left or right side
from a break-even point, and other factors. If there is the disproportion be-
tween demand and supply of service, the waiting line to take a service will
vary, and in some cases, fixed equipment will not be employed effectively.
This report presents trial manufacture of the experimental equipment for
waiting line problems.
In the same way, extinction rates on the
maximum length of waiting line "m" are given
as follows
§ 2. Experimental Equipment
The simplest form of model which can be
used has the maximum length of waiting line
m=2. Tte flow-chart of this system is shown
in Figure 1, and Figure 2 represents the circuit
These two mechanisms are a little different
in existing probability.
In the former, the formation of waiting line
is not recognized, and in the latter the length
of waiting line has a close connection with the
acquisition of service.
In this problem, we consider a case where
there is the waiting line of some length. If the
length of waiting line reaches "m", so far as the
system is not unchanged. (for instance, a unit
among the "m" gets through the service), next
unit will be refused to take a service and the
unit progresses as if it does not reach at the
beginning.
Thus, assumption 2 makes a waiting line
within the limits that the length of waiting line
is less than "m" and "k" pieces of unit occupy
the space in the waiting line at the optional time
point, and the process of probability variable
"N (t)" to possess the space at the optional time
point "t" follows the probability process.
"n" pieces of the existent probability "P,,", in
the system of such cases where assumption 1





P .. =p"Po, (O~n~m)
Po= (1- p)/(l- prn+l)
The length of service time "I" applies to an
Exponential Distribution as follows
p(l<t)=exP(-/-tt), (t<O, p.>O) (2)
Assumption 2
The mechanism of service station can be
classified into two groups.
Group 1: If the channel is unoccupied when
a unit arrives at this channel, the unit will occu-
py the channel and receive a service there.
If the channel is occupied when a unit arrives
there, the unit will be refused, and process of
system after receiving a service will be brought
back to a starting point.
Group 2: Another mechanism preserves (as
a next demandant of service) a unit which arri-
ves at the channel when it is occupied, and
when unoccupied, at first gives unit the channel
to a unit preferentially.
§ 1. Introduction
We make the following assumptions in the
experiement of waiting line problem.
Assumption 1
The stream of arrival of units* show the sim-
plest stream which possess a single parameter.
The unit is served in order of arrival at a chan-
nel. The length of service is always indepen-
dent as a rule.
The arrival of units applies to Poisson Dis-
tribution which takes a optional length kin
(k = 1, 2, -) in optional time interval (0, 1), and
shows the unit number in the interval of length
"t" with a parameter ").t" as follows
Uit)=exp( -d)o(,u)k/k!, [k=O, 1, 2.. ·J
(1)
* The unitmeans an article, a manufacture, a man, a
customer and the others which arrive to service channel.
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Fig. 1 Flow-chart of the system.
in which the relays are used.
Experimenters can set up and operate at
their option of the arrival times and distri-
bution of service time of a unit.
The mean service time and the time re-
quired for an experiment correlate through
the· form of distribution, and the simple
repetitional exp~riments is apt to cause the
operational errors. For instance, we have
found 2-3 per cent operational error dur-
ing 150 minutes of experiment.
On the contrary, the influences of the
sense for experimenter to set :UP the times
and of precision of timer for service times
increase if the experimenter decreases the
mean service time in order to shorten the
experimental time. For instance, the rela-
tions among the parameter "tt <' (mean ser-
vice rate), the experimental time, and traf-
fic density "p =).1tt" are shown in Table 1,
and in the case of the "tt=6", 95 per cent
"P (l<t) = 0.95" of the service times distri-
bution becomes more than 0.5 seconds, and
it is beyond 30 seconds at "P ([>t) =0.05".
In particular, the fact that must be set up
the service times below the 0.5 seconds for
5 per cent of all trial units mumber, means
that the timers will be of no use in this case,
for the simple timers on the market show a
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Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of experimental equipment.
Therefore, the experimental model uses on
"tt:;:'2 (tt>O)" as the Table 1.
As mentioned above, on the experiment for
stationary of the waiting line, if the trial num-
ber of times per experiment is one hundred
times, the time requires about two hours at
"p=OA", and about four hours at the "p=O.2",
The situations of a system under the experi-
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Table 1. Experimental times for each "p" on arrival number of trial
= 100, and caluculative values of service time.
Explanation: Calculative values of service time = arrival number of
trial l/(po ,,).
'Tts: Maximum time when arrival unit of 5 per cent receives
shot service=in exp (-fit) =0.95, "t" 60 sec.
'Ttl: Minimum time when arrival unit of 5 per cent receives
long'service =exp (-"t)=0.05, "t" 60 sec.
X 2. ('IIllm.) 4 6 8 ]0
0-2. 250 ] 2 5 83/3 62~ 50
I r I I I I
I I I J I II r I i I II r I I II I I i I I
r·o 50 25 J613 12. J2- I 0
1'5 1, S 0,75 0·5 O.~8 0.3sec Sec sec sec sec
rr.~ 90 sec 4- 5' sec 3D sec 22·5 sec 18 sec,
ment are made record by the
recorder from the begininig to
the end. The results of experi-
ments are recorded in the chart
as the variation of potential in
Figure 3.
§ 3. Result of Experiment
The distribution of service
times was represented as an ex-
ponential distrib~tion of para-
meter "J1.=2", and the distribu-
tion of arrival time was repre-
sented with the various values
of paremeter " ). " by using
traffic density "p = 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1.0" and each distri-
bution is determined by Monte
Carlo Methods. As the result,
the arrival time and service
time were obtained in the table
of appendix.
Thus, arranging the result of
experiments as to each traffic
density, the results are sum-
marized in Table 2.
The table 2 (a) (b) (c) is divi-
ded into ten periods, and the
each experimental time as to
each traffic density "PL", and
each rCows represent the period,
each probabilities are represent
as follows.
Existential probability of no
unit = P'0 ~ Table (a)
Exsitential probability of one
unit = pI! ..... Table (b)
Existential probability of two
unit = P'2 ~ Table (c)
The table (d) shown extinc-
tion rates P'm of arrival units, and the last row
indicates the total average probability on each
traffic density.
The other hand, theoretical values are evalu-
ated from formula (3), (4), (5). And comparing
these values with each total average of evry
probabilities on the basis of experiment, it is
shown as Figure 4.
Generally, theoretical probability (Po, Ph P2,
P"") approaches to 1/3 as traffic density closes
to 1. But there is some difference between the
theoretical value and experimental value as to
processes of approach.
Fig. 3 Result of experiment.
§ 4. TestingStatistical Hypothesis of Ex-
perimental values
The experimental value of table 2 shows the
result based on arrival time distributions and a
service time distributions which we obtained
by using Monte Carlo Methods. Therofore,
they can be considered as a part of samples in
experimental results of infinite times. Conse-
quently, on each traffic densities "pI", the total
average "XI'", 'Pt", the variable number "VI'm .q/,
from period No. 1 to No. 10 of the probability
"P,,' p " with "n" units in the system at a time
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Table 2 Experimental values of probabilities.
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Fig. 4 Difference between theoretical and experimental probabilities.
Table 3. Values of "t".
~ 0.2. 0·4 0.6 0.8 1.0
'Pe' O. J13 0.203 0.037 0.184 0.177
If 0. 20~ 0·447 0.194- 0.188 0.04-4
Jt.' 0.241 0. 047 0·208 0.352. 0.151
J>'M 1.opO ~.oo7 M07 0.627 0. 661
Caluculating the "tp" 'P/" they are shown at
tp,,'PI <t(9, 0.05)=2.262.
Thble 3, and on 95 per cent of the level of
significance, they are as follows
Hence, the experimental equipment and the
data that were obtained by the experiment have
significance, and they can be trusted as the




point is as follows
xpm'PI=l/n X ~ Xp 'P,
" ".
VP ...PI = ~ (xP,,'p/< - ~ Xpp.p//n
and Fisher's "tU is given
tPll ' PI = [XP,,'PI- p"(l-PI)/(l-pm+IJ /Vv/n
(8)
p=O'2
Table of Poisson arrival distribution.
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Table of Poisson arrival distribution.
p = 0.6
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Table of Exponential service distribution.
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